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Who the f_ck is Blockboy?
In his recording studio and atelier in an old building flat in Munich, Blockboy
regularly descends into spheres of visual art and sound, while swinging between
bliss and desperation because of his perfectionism. With attention to detail, the
communication designer plays and records all instruments himself, strictly
according to the motto: keep it real!
To put a label on Blockboy's sound is not easy, since he moves between Ambient,
Dubstep, HipHop, BigBeat and Funk - always enhanced by an affection for detailed
samples of vinyl treasures.
Along with his band Octopussies, a HipHop-Reggae-Funk combo, that he is
founding member, guitarist and musical lead of, Blockboy already has a lot of live
experience and attention in Southern Germany - with hand-made music and real
instruments. But now, after his first tracks on the well received sampler Yummy!
Yummy!, his debut as a solo artist in the world of electronic music has arrived:
The vinyl collector's edition of Heartbox limited to 300 copies is moving on the
fine line between the genres of Ambient, Downtempo, HipHop, Dubstep and
Turntablism. Affectionate collages of sound surrounded by real vintage
instruments, spiced by the masterful art of scratching, refined by selected features
like the US Rapper Mista Min and the Jazz-Singer Carolin Roth, while staying deep,
real and from the heart - this is Heartbox!
video portrait (EPK), music video, interview and more at:
www.blockboy.de/press

Hot Corner Records
Am Deutenhof 14
93077 Bad Abbach
Germany
fon: +49-9405-963834
fax: +49-9405-963832
mob: +49-176-43009755
mail: info@hot-cornerrecords.com

Label Info:
Hot Corner Records was founded in 2008 by John Pussner. Aim is to
support new artists out of the realms of Electronic and HipHop. All of the
featured artists emerge from the creative environment of John Pussner, which
himself is a musician running his own recording studio in Munich.

